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ABSTRACT
Modern heterogeneous supercomputing systems are comprised of
CPUs, GPUs, and high-speed network interconnects. Communica-
tion libraries supporting efficient data transfers involving memory
buffers from the GPU memory typically require the CPU to orches-
trate the data transfer operations. A new offload-friendly communi-
cation strategy, stream-triggered (ST) communication, was explored
to allow offloading the synchronization and data movement opera-
tions from the CPU to the GPU. A Message Passing Interface (MPI)
one-sided active target synchronization based implementation was
used as an exemplar to illustrate the proposed strategy. A latency-
sensitive nearest-neighbor microbenchmark was used to explore
the various performance aspects of the implementation. The of-
floaded implementation shows significant on-node performance
advantages over standard MPI active RMA (36%) and point-to-point
(61%) communication. The current multi-node improvement is less
(23% faster than standard active RMA but 11% slower than point-
to-point), but plans are in progress to purse further improvements.

1 INTRODUCTION
To accommodate modern heterogeneous supercomputing systems
comprised of CPUs and GPUs [16, 28, 36, 45], current-generation
scientific applications and systems-software stacks use GPU-aware
communication libraries [50]. GPU-aware libraries support per-
forming inter-process communication operations involving GPU
buffers without having to stage them through a CPU-attached mem-
ory. Remote direct memory access (RDMA) [43, 49] and vendor-
specific peer-to-peer [38, 44] data transfer mechanisms are used to
implement GPU-aware inter-node and intra-node data movement
operations.

Even with GPU-awareness in the communication stack, CPU
threads are still required to orchestrate data-moving communica-
tion and inter-process synchronization operations. Figure 1 demon-
strates this issue using a typical GPU-aware parallel application
based on the Message Passing Interface (MPI) [22] as an example
for the inter-process communication.

An MPI process running on the CPU launches a device kernel
(K1) and waits for its execution to complete. a It synchronizes
with the local GPU to ensure completion of compute kernel (K1).
Next, the CPU b launches and c waits for completion of the
inter-process communication operation involving application GPU
buffers previously updated by the kernel (K1). To reuse GPU buffers
on subsequent compute kernel (K2), d K2 is launched only after
the inter-process communication operations have completed.

This results in all communication and synchronization opera-
tions occurring at GPU kernel boundaries, and creates potentially
expensive synchronization points that require the CPU to synchro-
nize with the GPU and Network Interface Controller (NIC) devices.

A communication strategy called stream-triggered (ST) commu-
nication is explored in this work. Along with managing compute
kernels defined by the application, the proposed ST solution allows
the GPU to coordinate with the NIC to manage MPI communica-
tion operations. This design goal avoids using the CPU cycles to
orchestrate and drive theMPI communication operations. This elim-
inates any potential synchronization points between an application
process and its GPU device.

1.1 Contributions of This Work
The following are the major contributions of this work.

(1) Propose a new communication strategy to fully offload the
communication control paths from the CPU to the GPU;

(2) Use an MPI one-sided active-target-synchronization [32]
based solution to demonstrate the proposed strategy;

(3) Implement the proposed strategy on a modern NIC, HPE
Slingshot NIC [1, 7, 18], exploiting the supported triggered
operations feature [13, 42];

(4) Discuss various implementation design options to fully of-
fload the communication control path to the GPU; and

(5) Analyze the performance of the proposed ST strategy using
a latency-sensitive microbenchmark kernel called Faces, in-
spired by the nearest-neighbor communication pattern from
the CORAL-2 [3, 28] Nekbone benchmark [6].

2 PROPOSED COMMUNICATION SCHEME
Communication operations in GPU-aware applications are typically
comprised of data paths and control paths. Data paths refer to those
operations that involve moving data between the CPU-attached
and the GPU-attached memory regions. These data movement
operations can occur within the same compute node or between
different compute nodes across a high-speed network. Control paths
correspond to coordination operations that occur between (1) the
application process running on the CPU, (2) application compute
kernels running on theGPU, and (3) the network interface controller
(NIC). The proposed ST strategy enables a GPU-aware application
to offload the control paths to underlying implementation and
hardware components.
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Figure 1: Events on a typical GPU-aware application.

2.1 GPU Streams
A GPU stream [2] is a queue of device operations. GPU com-
pute kernel concurrency is achieved by creating multiple concur-
rent streams. Operations issued on a stream typically run asyn-
chronously with respect to the CPU and operations enqueued in
other GPU streams. Operations in a given stream are guaranteed
to be executed in FIFO order. In this work, the GPU component
that provides these execution guarantees to schedule and control
the execution of the enqueued operation is referred to as the GPU
Stream Execution Controller (GPU SEC). Depending on the GPU
vendor, GPU SEC can be a software, hardware, or kernel component
associated with the GPU.

2.2 Stream-Triggered Communication
A parallel application using the ST strategy continues to manage
compute kernels on the GPU via existing mechanisms. In addition,
the new strategy allows an application process running on the CPU
to define a set of ST communication operations. These communica-
tion operations can be scheduled for execution at a later point in
time. More importantly, in addition to offering a deferred execution
model, ST enables the GPU to be closely involved in the control
paths of the MPI communication operations.

Figure 2 illustrates a sequence of events involved in a parallel
application using MPI-based ST inter-process communication and
synchronization operations. An application process running on the
CPU enqueues a GPU kernel K1 to the GPU stream, b triggered
ST-based MPI operations to the NIC, c the corresponding trigger
event to the GPU stream, and d GPU kernel K2 to the same stream.
The CPU returns immediately after the operations are enqueued
and is not blocked on the completion of the enqueued operations. It
is the GPU SEC responsibility to 1 launch K1 and 2 wait for its
completion. Once K1 completes, 3 GPU SEC triggers the execution
of MPI operations and 4 waits for these operations to finish. Next,
5 the GPU SEC launches K2.
With the proposed solution, an application process running on

the CPU enqueues operations to the NIC command queue and the
GPU stream, but does not get directly involved in the control paths
of MPI communication operations, subsequent kernel launch, and

Figure 2: Events on a GPU-aware application using ST.

tear-down operations. The CPU does not directly wait for MPI
communication operations to complete. The GPU manages the
control paths and eliminates potential synchronization points in
the application.

3 TRIGGERED OPERATIONS BACKGROUND
This section describes the core components required in implement-
ing GPU ST communications. Triggered operations [13, 15, 30, 42,
48] originally introduced in QsNet [41] and Portals [24] are cur-
rently supported in several modern network interconnects like
HPE Slingshot [1, 7, 18]. This feature allows the application pro-
cess from the software layer like MPI to enqueue NIC command
descriptors ahead of time in the NIC command queue. Unlike regu-
lar NIC command descriptors, triggered operations offer deferred
execution semantics, where the execution of these operations can
be triggered at a later point in time. A modern HPC interconnect
with support for triggered operations is used to implement and
explore the proposed ST scheme. This hardware feature from the
NIC is exposed to MPI through network middleware libraries like
Libfabric [10, 26].

3.1 Trigger Events
This section describes the events required to trigger execution of
an enqueued triggered operation from the GPU. The NIC command
descriptor for the triggered operations takes three parameters [10]
- trigger counter, completion counter, and trigger threshold value.
Following are the options available to trigger the execution of an
enqueued triggered operation.

(1) Update the associated trigger counter to a previously defined
threshold value; or

(2) Associate a NIC counter with a Memory Mapped I/O (MMIO)
register. When a local store operation is performed to this
MMIO register, it increments the register value. When the
value reaches a previously defined threshold, it triggers the
execution of the enqueued operation.
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For ST, a GPU triggers the execution of these NIC descriptors
through the execution of a GPU kernel. The GPU kernel does not
have access to the NIC HW counters; instead it performs a store to
the MMIO register to trigger the execution of the enqueued opera-
tion. Figure 3 represents a sequence of events involved in offloading
the trigger event to the GPU SEC, and the GPU SEC launching
the GPU kernel to update the MMIO register associated with an
enqueued triggered operation.

Figure 3: Trigger event interaction with GPU stream.

3.2 Completion Events
Completions of the executed triggered operations are identified by
polling the associated completion counters from the NIC command
descriptors. Section 3.1 describes using a lightweight MMIO register
update to increment the trigger counter and execute the enqueued
triggered operations from the GPU. There are no such options
available for the GPU to directly poll for completions on the NIC
counters. Instead, a triggered chaining logic is used to monitor
completions.

In the chaining approach, an enqueued triggered operation used
for payload data transfer is chained with an another triggered oper-
ation as a signaling update. The signaling triggered operations are
triggered atomic increments updating a local GPU memory buffer.
Chaining is performed by using the completion counter specified
in the payload’s NIC command descriptor as a trigger counter for
the signal’s NIC command descriptor. With this mapping, comple-
tion of a payload triggered operation will automatically trigger the
execution of the signal. Figure 4 describes using an enqueued GPU
kernel to wait for a signal increment update on a GPU buffer from
executing a signal triggered operation chained with the payload
triggered operation.

4 STREAM-TRIGGERED COMMUNICATION
This section introduces an MPI active-RMA-based solution to sup-
port ST with the following semantic goals.

4.0.1 Support for Automatic Progress. ST operations are en-
queued by the CPU into the respective execution queues and return
immediately. All enqueued operations are expected to guarantee
automatic progress without blocking the CPU on the execution of
the enqueued operations.

Figure 4: Completion event interaction with GPU stream.

4.0.2 Support for Non-blocking Communication. All ST op-
erations support non-blocking semantics, but these semantics are
different from traditional MPI non-blocking semantics. In the tradi-
tional non-blocking operation, return from the operation restricts
any further updates to the memory buffers associated with the
operation. Any updates to the associated buffers can result in un-
defined behavior. In ST, while the CPU is restricted from accessing
the associated buffers, the GPU is free to make any updates until
the execution of the trigger event by the GPU SEC.

4.0.3 Support for Aggregated Communication. Hardware re-
sources used to offload ST operations (like the NIC counters) are
limited. While different implementation design options are used
to efficiently manage these resources, it is critical for the proposed
solution to effectively support them. Aggregation allows multiple
ST operations to be batched and use fewer resources for offloading
communications.

The proposed MPI active-RMA-based solution provides support
for all the above detailed expected semantics. Description of the
proposal is provided below.

4.1 MPI RMA Overview
The MPI RMA communication model supports using (1) window
creation for exposing remote accessible memory locations, (2) one-
sided data movement operations, and (3) synchronization opera-
tions. Figure 5 represents the timeline of window creation, calls to
RMA data movement, and synchronization operations.

(1) Creation of MPI_Win establishes a memory window.
(2) Synchronization is required to ensure memory consistency

and coherence, as all RMA data movement operations offer
non-blocking semantics.

(3) RMA epochs are defined as the execution span within syn-
chronization operations. The specific calls used for synchro-
nization depend on whether the active or passive target syn-
chronization model is being used. MPI RMA data movement
operations are performed within an epoch.

(4) Calls to MPI_Put, MPI_Get, and MPI_Accumulate RMA data
movement operations must be contained within an epoch.
Multiple data transfers can occur within the same epoch,
amortizing the performance cost of synchronization opera-
tions.
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Figure 5: Typical MPI window timeline.

4.2 MPI Active RMA Overview
In the active target synchronization paradigm, both the origin and
target processes are actively involved in the synchronization op-
erations. An RMA synchronization operation at the target process
starts the exposure epoch that allows the origin processes to start
accessing the memory window. A synchronization operation at the
origin process starts the access epoch that allows it to issue data
movement operations on the remotely accessible memory window.

Figure 6 demonstrates MPI active RMA by one origin and one tar-
get process usingMPI_Win_post,MPI_Win_start,MPI_Win_complete,
and MPI_Win_wait operations. Initially a remotely accessible mem-
ory window on all participating processes in the MPI communica-
tor is created using MPI_Win_create operation. With the MPI_Win
object created, Figure 6 represents the the exposure and access
epochs, and the multiple one-sided data transfer operations per-
formed within them.

Figure 6: MPI active RMA using post-wait-start-complete.

Availability of the exposure epoch on the target process, and the
intent to close the access epoch on the origin process are performed
by sending signals internally in theMPI runtime.MPI_Win_post gen-
erates signals on opening the exposure epoch, and theMPI_Win_start
waits for these signals to arrive. Similarly, MPI_Win_complete ini-
tiates signals after completing all data transfer operations, and
MPI_Win_wait waits for the arrival of all these completion signals.

4.3 Motivation for Active RMA Usage
Multiple API options were considered for introducing GPU stream-
awareness in MPI. Apart from providing support for the expected

semantics from Sections 4.0.1- 4.0.3, MPI active RMAoperations sup-
port the following semantics that motivates using the active RMA
communication model for introducing GPU Stream-awareness.

RMA data movement operations in general do not use message
matching [14, 20, 21, 25, 31, 46, 47] semantics for message ordering
as supported by traditional MPI point-to-point (P2P) communica-
tion operations. This is critical for offloading the intra-node ST
operations into the GPU kernel. Implementing message matching
semantics for intra-node operations requires using a progress thread
to emulate the required deferred execution ST semantics. Using an
RMA based communication model eliminates this implementation
difficulty.

While both active and passive RMA models support the neces-
sary semantics, the ease of application conversion using the existing
MPI P2P communication is an another major reason for active RMA
selection. Figure 7 shows the similarities in the semantics for MPI
active RMA with the traditional MPI P2P operations. As shown in
Figure 7, most MPI P2P operations have an equivalent matching
operation in active RMA.With many GPU aware applications using
MPI P2P operations, providing support for GPU stream-awareness
through MPI active RMA allows the application programmers to
port to the new proposed APIs.

Figure 7: Comparing MPI P2P and MPI active RMA.

4.4 GPU Stream-Triggered Active RMA
GPU stream-awareness in active RMA is proposed by introducing
new MPI operations. Summary of the new proposed operations is
provided below.

(1) MPIX_Win_post_stream, MPIX_Win_complete_stream, and
MPIX_Win_wait_stream take a GPU stream argument as
input and replace existingMPI_Win_post,MPI_Win_complete,
and MPI_Win_wait active RMA operations.

(2) Proposed GPU stream aware operations are used to enqueue
(a) the signals internally used by the runtime to create and
manage the epochs, and (b) the data transfer operations into
the GPU and NIC execution queue. An application process
returns immediately after enqueuing operations.

(3) Proposed operations allow offloading both signals and data
transfers from the application host process to the GPU. These
operations are non-blocking with respect to the application
host process.
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Along with managing compute kernels defined by the application,
the proposed ST scheme enables the GPU to coordinate with the
NIC in managing the control paths of MPI operations.

4.5 Stream-Triggered Active RMA Usage Model
Figure 8 represents the sequence of operations supported by the ST
active RMA. From the application process perspective, all synchro-
nization (post-start-complete-wait) and data transfer operations
are non-blocking.

(1) MPIX_Win_post_stream enqueues signals and returns imme-
diately. Once returned from the operation, the application
process is free to execute other operations. All enqueued
signals are executed in-order by the GPU stream.

(2) MPIX_MODE_STREAM is a new RMA execution mode intro-
duced as part of the proposed change. Using this mode with
MPI_Win_start notifies the MPI runtime that subsequent
data movement operations executed, like the MPI_Put as
shown in Figure 8, at the origin process are GPU stream-
aware. These data movement operations are just enqueued
and not executed immediately by the host process.

(3) MPIX_Win_complete_stream enqueues both trigger events
and completion signals for previously enqueued payload
data transfer operations.

(4) MPIX_Win_wait_stream enqueues GPU wait kernels. The
GPU wait kernels poll for the completion signal updates
from the origin process. The host process enqueues the GPU
wait kernels and returns immediately.

Figure 8: MPI ST active RMA usage model.

Overall from the application host process perspective, the proposed
ST active RMA solution enqueues signals and data transfer events
to the GPU and the NIC execution stream, and returns immediately.
And the control path of the operations is offloaded into the GPU.
This property satisfies the major design goal for minimizing the
need for the CPU cycles to drive the control paths of the MPI
communication operations.

4.6 Stream-Triggered Active RMA Example
Figure 9 provides a simple example to describe the functionality
of the proposed ST active RMA operations and compares them to
regular active RMA operations. In this example, the window and

group creation operations are not shown. Instead, only the core
communication and synchronization operations are discussed.

Every process in the example acts both as an origin and as a tar-
get. Each process writes into the remote accessible target memory
location on its left and right ranks, and expects updates from its
left and right ranks. As shown in Figure 9a, each process opens its
exposure epoch using MPI_Win_post. This is followed by a kernel
launch of increment to update the memory location that the process
is preparing to transfer to its left and right neighbors. Before using
the src buffer for any further RMA operation (like MPI_Put) by
opening an access epoch using MPI_Win_start, the application pro-
cess is required to synchronize with the GPU stream to guarantee
the availability of the src buffer. hipStreamSynchronize is used for
synchronization and has non-negligible performance cost.

MPI_Win_complete ensures the completion of all posted RMA
operations in the access epoch. MPI_Win_wait is used to wait for
the closure signal from the access epoch to close its exposure epoch.
With the exposure epoch closed, all received data from its left and
right neighbors are accessed using compare kernels.

The example in Figure 9a shows multiple iterations. A call to
synchronize with the GPU stream using hipStreamSynchronize is
required to ensure the completion of all operations before proceed-
ing to the next iteration. Synchronizing the application process
with the GPU kernel has non-negligible performance costs. Two
synchronization calls are required:

(1) To validate the availability of the src buffers updated by the
increment GPU kernel for data transfer operations in the
access epoch, and

(2) To validate the completion of the verification GPU kernel
compare and reuse the received buffer for next iteration.

Figure 9b shows the ST variant of the example shown in Figure 9a.
Since calls to MPIX_Win_post_stream, MPIX_Win_complete_stream,
and MPIX_Win_wait_stream are non-blocking with respect to the
application process, all operations are enqueued to the required
execution queues, and the application host process returns without
being blocked on the completion of execution of the enqueued op-
erations. Implicit in-order execution guarantees by the GPU stream
allows enqueuing multiple iterations of the operations without syn-
chronizing the application process with the GPU stream. Usage of
a single hipStreamSynchronize call at the end of all the iterations is
shown in Figure 9b.

The example shown in Figure 9b shows the application process
fully offloading the MPI control path to the GPU. Enqueuing multi-
ple iterations of operations into the GPU and synchronizing with
the GPU stream at the end of all iterations shows the offloading
semantics of the ST active RMA.

5 ST ACTIVE RMA IMPLEMENTATION
This section provides the ST implementation details.

5.1 Inter-node Communication
Inter-node ST active RMA uses the NIC-based triggered operations
for implementing the required deferred execution semantics. Trig-
gered operations and associated trigger and completion events were
discussed in Section 3.1.
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for (n = 0 -> niter) {
MPI_Win_post(group , 0, win);

increment <<<nb,nt ,0,stream >>>(n, src);
hipStreamSynchronize(stream );
MPI_Win_start(group , 0, win);
MPI_Put(src ,... left_rank ,..., win);
MPI_Put(src ,... right_rank ,..., win);
MPI_Win_complete(win);

MPI_Win_wait(win);
compare <<<nb,nt ,0,stream >>>(n,from_left_rank );
compare <<<nb,nt ,0,stream >>>(n,from_right_rank );
hipStreamSynchronize(stream );

}

(a) Baseline MPI program with active RMA communication.

for (n = 0 -> niter) {
MPIX_Win_post_stream(group , 0, win);

increment <<<nb,nt ,0,stream >>>(n, src);
MPI_Win_start(group , 0, win);
MPI_Put(src ,... left_rank ,..., win);
MPI_Put(src ,... right_rank ,..., win);
MPIX_Win_complete_stream(win);

MPIX_Win_wait_stream(win);
compare <<<nb,nt ,0,stream >>>(n,from_left_rank );
compare <<<nb,nt ,0,stream >>>(n,from_right_rank );

}
hipStreamSynchronize(stream );

(b) MPI program with GPU ST active RMA communication.

Figure 9: Compare ST and baseline MPI programs.

5.1.1 Triggered Operations Usage from Origin Process. Fig-
ure 10 represents the triggered operations usage from the origin
process perspective.

(1) When MPI_Win_start is used with MPIX_MODE_STREAM,
the MPI runtime updates the internal metadata for the MPI
window used in the operation to be GPU stream aware. This
update gets released only by closing the access epoch using
MPIX_Win_complete_stream.

(2) In the example shown in Figure 10, within the access epoch
there are three inter-node data transfers using MPI_Put.
Separate triggered operation descriptors are enqueued per
MPI_Put to the NIC command queue. The application pro-
cess returns immediately after the enqueue operations. All
the enqueued triggered operations within an access epoch
use the same threshold value, same triggering, and same
completion counter.

(3) MPIX_Win_complete_stream handles opening the access epoch
on the GPU execution stream, enqueues a trigger event for
all the previously enqueued triggered data transfers, and
signals the target process on the completion of the access
epoch.

• Initially a GPU kernel is enqueued into the GPU execution
stream and the CPU returns immediately. The GPU kernel
polls for the signal update from the target process on the
availability of the exposure epoch. All further operations
on the GPU stream are blocked, and the only option to
successfully exit the kernel execution is the arrival of the
signaling updates from the target process.

• A GPU kernel to update the NIC memory mapped I/O
register associated with the triggering counter used in all
the previously enqueued triggered operations is enqueued.

• New triggered operations are enqueued into the NIC com-
mand queue as completion signals to all target processes
in the window. The completion counter used in all the
previously enqueued triggered operations is now used as
a trigger counter for all the signaling triggered operations.

Figure 10: Triggered operations usage from origin process.

5.1.2 Triggered Operations Usage from Target Process. Fig-
ure 11 represents the triggered operations usage from the target
process perspective.

(1) When the application process calls MPIX_Win_post_stream
to initiate the start of the exposure epoch, signals are sent
to all origin processes in the window. Signals enqueued are
triggered inter-node Put operations. Corresponding trigger
events used to trigger the enqueued signals are also immedi-
ately enqueued into the GPU SEC execution queue.

(2) The MPIX_Win_wait_stream operation enqueues a GPU ker-
nel in the GPU SEC execution queue to wait on the arrival
of the completion signals from the origin process. Wait op-
erations are GPU kernels polling on the memory locations
expecting a signal update.

Overall, the triggered operations used on both the origin and the
target process are stateless. Triggered operations usage shows the
option to fully offload the control path of the MPI RMA operations
into the GPU. The application process is free to return from all
the operations after enqueuing the required triggered operations,
and the trigger and wait GPU kernels. As described in Section 2.1,
in-order execution of all enqueued operations in the GPU stream is
guaranteed by GPU SEC.
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Figure 11: Triggered operations usage from target process.

5.2 Triggered Operations Throttling
As described in Section 5.1, all inter-node ST operations are fully
offloaded as NIC triggered operations. But NIC triggered operation
resources are limited. It is not possible to indefinitely enqueue
triggered operations into the NIC. The CPU will eventually be
blocked and needs to synchronize with the NIC to recapture the
triggered operation resources for re-use. This section describes the
different throttling algorithms designed to manage the resources.

5.2.1 Application-Level Throttling. Application-level throttling
introduces synchronization points in the application to avoid over-
subscription. This is similar to the standard active RMA model
without GPU stream-awareness. The application process is syn-
chronized with the GPU stream (using operations like hipStream-
Synchronize) for every few iterations and waits for all the previous
iterations to complete before proceeding further.

Functionally this scheme moves the throttling requirement from
the MPI runtime to the application programmer. Though imple-
mentable, the practical usability of this approach is limited. It is
hard for applications to determine either the synchronization points
or the number of triggered operations internally generated by the
ST MPI runtime per iteration. The limitations of this approach mo-
tivate the need for other throttling algorithms, and this approach
is mostly used to introduce the need for throttling in the MPI ST
runtime.

5.2.2 Static Throttling. Static throttling converts the sync point
described in the application-level throttling into weak sync points
within the ST MPI implementation. Instead of using heavy options
like hipStreamSynchronize, in this scheme the ST implementation
uses the CPU to poll for completion of all previously posted trig-
gered operations and determine the availability of triggered opera-
tion resources before attempting to enqueue any new operations.

The core semantic of this scheme is to wait for completions of all
previously posted operations before enqueuing any new operations.
This completion counter evaluation is performed on an epoch basis,
instead of every triggered operation. An epoch may consists of
multiple triggered operations.

5.2.3 Adaptive Throttling. Adaptive throttling is an incremental
update from the static throttling. Similar to the static throttling,
this scheme is implemented in the ST implementation and not in
the application directly. The main difference is that in adaptive
throttling, instead of waiting for the completions of all previously
posted operations, triggered resources are recaptured and imme-
diately used as soon as the previous operations are completed. As
the name suggests, the adaptive throttling algorithm adapts to the

available number of triggered resources in the NIC and recaptures
them for reuse as soon as they are available for ST active RMA
usage.

5.3 Intra-node Communication
This section briefly describes the intra-node ST implementation.
Three different types of GPU kernels are used to implement the
intra-node sequence of events required to implement ST active
RMA:

(1) GPU kernels performing signal updates,
(2) GPU kernels performing payload data transfers, and
(3) GPU kernels performing wait operations on the incoming

signals.

The three different GPU kernels used are accessing MPI RMA win-
dowmemory exposed by otherMPI ranks using GPU IPC-based [44]
transfers. The GPU signaling kernels perform a simple store oper-
ation onto the signal buffers on the other MPI ranks’ part of the
MPI window. Payload transfers perform memory copy operations
on the target process memory, which is part of a separate process
address space, using IPC communications. The wait kernels are
polling on a local memory location expecting signal updates from
all ranks.

In brief, the sequence of events for intra-node operations is simi-
lar to the inter-node logic described in Section 5.1.1 and Section 5.1.2.
The major difference is that all triggered operations from the inter-
node design are replaced with the above described GPU kernels,
and the kernels are enqueued into the GPU execution stream. All
triggered operations for signaling and payload transfers from the
inter-node design are replaced with GPU kernels performing sig-
nal updates and payload memory copy operations using GPU IPC
communication.

Similar to the inter-node design, intra-node ST transfers are also
fully offloaded into the GPU, and the implementation is stateless.
This intra-node implementation is feasible, as the MPI RMA se-
mantics do not require any message matching [37] based ordering
semantics.

5.4 Merged GPU Kernels
If the MPI group used in the synchronization operations consists
of multiple MPI ranks, signals must be generated for all the partici-
pating processes. Launching a GPU kernel per signaling operation
is expensive. As all the GPU kernels are generated either from the
operation MPIX_Win_complete_stream or MPIX_Win_post_stream,
it is possible for the MPI runtime to aggregate the launch of all
operations as a single merged kernel updating multiple different
locations. Similar to using a merged signaling kernel, it is possible
to independently merge the wait and memory copy kernels used
for intra-node ST operations. Optimized implementations of the
above described merged kernels are designed specifically for the
ST implementation, and the performance benefits of these kernels
are evaluated in Section 6.6.

6 PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS
In this section, the Faces microbenchmark is used to evaluate the
performance of the prototype ST MPI communication operations.
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6.1 Test System
All tests were performed on a system based on a node architecture
consisting of AMD CPUs and GPUs. Each node offers a single
AMD Milan CPU socket, four MI200 GPU modules, and four HPE
Slingshot NICs [1, 7, 18]. Each GPU module consists of two GPU
devices (GCDs). Each NIC is attached to a single MI200 module
via PCIe Gen4. The MI200 modules are interconnected with 1x
or 2x high speed xGMI3 links. A prototype implementation of ST
active RMA was used for all experiments, along with ROCm [8],
and Libfabric [26] for the GPU and NIC interface.

6.2 Test Case Overview
The Faces microbenchmark is inspired by the nearest-neighbor
communication pattern from the CORAL-2 [3] Nekbone [6] bench-
mark. Faces represents a common communication pattern from
multiple user applications. Faces communicates with at most 26
neighbors and transfers the faces, edges, and corners of spectral
elements on the surface of the local block. Weak scaling Faces has
three nested loops that performs the following: (1) outer loop
allocates MPI windows, runs loops, and deallocates windows, (2)
middle loop initializes the values of the spectral elements and runs
the inner loop; and (3) inner loop runs the communication steps
and accumulates the wall-clock runtime. Three different versions
of the Faces benchmark are used for this analysis:

• Traditional P2P Faces using MPI P2P communication;
• Active RMA Faces using standard active RMA;
• And, ST Active RMA Faces using the proposed ST features
from this work.

6.3 Overall Faces Performance
Results of the single and multi-node runs using the active RMA
and ST active RMA variants of the Faces benchmark are reported
in Figure 12. The multi-node test uses 64 application processes (or
MPI ranks) distributed across eight nodes, with eight ranks per
node. On each node, a one-to-one mapping between MPI ranks and
GCDs is enforced.

On average the ST active RMA version of the Faces microbench-
mark shows 23% better performance than the active RMA version
of the Faces microbenchmark. Figure 12 shows the execution time
involved in running the Faces benchmark. The ST active RMA im-
plementation in this test makes use of the optimized merged GPU
kernels and optimized adaptive throttling algorithm to fully offload
the communication control path into the GPU for all inter-node and
intra-node communication operations. This performance improve-
ment validates the expected performance improvements involved
with the original design goal in minimizing the need for the appli-
cation process running on the CPU to drive the control paths of
MPI communication operations.

6.4 Impact of Intra-node Operations
Results of Faces using the active RMA and ST active RMA variants
within a single node are reported in Figure 12. The reported single-
node test uses 8 MPI ranks within a single node. Performance of
ST active RMA shows 36% improvement over the active RMA
variant. The ST active RMA implementation in this test makes use
of the optimized merged GPU kernels discussed in Section 5.4. No

throttling algorithm is involved, as all communication operations
are within a single node. This performance improvement validates
the expected performance improvements involved in fully offload-
ing the intra-node communication operations from the application
process running on the CPU to the GPU.

Figure 12: Faces multiple and single-node performance anal-
ysis.

6.5 Impact of Throttling Triggered Operations
Section 5.2 describes the different algorithms used to effectively
manage the triggered operation communication resources. Fig-
ure 13 shows the impact of using different throttling algorithms.
In brief, for an 8-node test with 8 MPI processes per node (64 pro-
cesses total), ST active RMA using adaptive throttling shows the
best performance improvement over other throttling options. Us-
ing adaptive throttling shows 23% improvement over the active
RMA version without GPU stream awareness. While the perfor-
mance difference between using adaptive and static throttling is
not huge, there is a 10% improvement in using adaptive throttling.
Adaptive throttling shows 21% improvement over application-level
throttling.

Figure 13: Impact of different throttling algorithms.

6.6 Impact of Merged GPU Kernels
The ST active RMA implementation used for reporting the perfor-
mance in Figure 12 employs merged GPU kernels, as discussed in
Section 5.4. This section describes the impact of using merged GPU
kernels in the implementation. 8 nodes with 8 MPI processes per
node, and 1 node with 8 MPI processes per node are both used for
this analysis.
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Using independent GPU kernels introduces expensive launch
and cleanup cost. Using merged GPU kernels minimizes the number
of launched GPU kernels and with that the performance cost of the
ST active RMA operations. Performance results from Figure 14 show
the need for using merged GPU kernels in the ST implementation.
Using merged kernel shows around 90% and 2X improvement over
launching independent kernels across multiple nodes and within a
single node, respectively.

Figure 14: Impact of using merged GPU kernels.

6.7 Impact of Overlapping Compute Kernels
Faces can test the overlap of MPI communication with indepen-
dent local computation, in the form of a separate compute kernel
launched on an independent GPU stream. This section details the
impact of adding a compute kernel in the Faces microbenchmark.
A configuration with 8 nodes and 8 MPI processes per node is
used for this test. From Figure 15, the ST active RMA implemen-

Figure 15: Impact on using overlapping compute kernels.

tation with an overlapping compute kernel shows at most only a
3% performance improvement over the active RMA variant of the
benchmark without GPU stream awareness. With changing the
version of the ROCm library used, the performance is hit by 8%.
This is significantly different from the performance behavior with
just the communication operations as discussed in Section 6.3.

This significant change in performance and the variations of the
performance behavior with changing the ROCm library version is
not fully studied.

6.8 Relative Comparison with Traditional P2P
In this section, performance data from the traditional P2P variant of
the Faces microbenchmark is compared against the active RMA and
ST variants. Figure 16 shows performance results for runs within a
single node with 8 MPI ranks per node. Performance of active RMA
is 19% better than the traditional P2P implementation. On top of the
performance improvement in using the active RMA, introducing
GPU stream-awareness using the ST active RMA operations im-
proves the performance by 36%. ST thus shows 61% improvement
over the traditional P2P variant of the Faces benchmark.

On the multi-node distribution, this test uses 64 MPI ranks dis-
tributed across 8 nodes, with 8 ranks per node. On each node, a
one-to-one mapping between MPI ranks and GCDs is enforced.
Figure 17 shows the results of the analysis. In brief, the traditional
P2P variant of the benchmark performs 27% and 11% better than
the active RMA and ST active RMA variants of the benchmark,
respectively. This performance behavior is significantly different
from the comparisons shown in Figure 16 within a single node.

Figure 16: Intra-node comparison with traditional P2P.

The performance behavior shown in Figure 17 is not fully under-
stood, and analysis is in progress. Our initial assumption points to
the inherent performance characteristics of the triggered commu-
nication operations and the usage of triggered put operations for
inter-node signaling. Detailed understanding on the performance
characteristics of the triggered operations is in progress, and usage
of other forms of signaling is being considered.

Figure 17: Multi-node comparison with traditional P2P.
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6.9 Overall Performance Inference
Performance analysis from Section 6.3 shows the potential benefit
of fully offloading the MPI control path into the GPU from the
application host process. Both multi-node (23% improvement) and
single-node (36% improvement) performance of ST active RMA is
significantly better than the active RMA version of the benchmark
without GPU stream awareness. Section 6.5 and Section 6.6 show the
need for using an effective throttling algorithm as well as merged
GPU kernels in the ST active RMA implementation.

While the relative comparison of the active RMA variant of the
benchmark with and without GPU stream awareness is used in
most of the section, it is established through Section 6.8 that the
ST RMA implementation of the Faces benchmark shows either a
significant improvement (single node) or an 11% performance hit
(multiple nodes) versus the traditional P2P communication model.
Options for improving the multi-node performance of the ST active
RMA variant against the traditional P2P variant of the benchmark
are being analyzed.

Overall, the major design goal of fully offloading the MPI control
path into the GPU is realized using the proposed ST active RMA
communication scheme. The performance results from analyzing
the Faces microbenchmark show both the benefits as well as the
issues with the current implementation.

The Comb [37] communicationmicrobenchmark was also ported
to standard MPI active RMA and ST active RMA, and the perfor-
mance results were similar. For brevity those results are not in-
cluded.

7 OTHER PROPOSAL CONSIDERATIONS
While the proposed ST solution uses MPI active RMA, multiple
other alternatives were considered.

(1) Traditional P2P communication
• As described by Namashivayam et al. [39], implementing
MPI message matching semantics [14, 20, 21, 25, 31, 46,
47] for intra-node communication operations is not as
simple as the design from Section 5.3. A progress thread
is required to emulate the deferred execution semantics
for intra-node operations.

• Traditional P2P semantics do not enable aggregation, while
aggregation is straightforward during RMA operation
(MPIX_Win_complete_stream). API changes are required
to support aggregation for P2P.

• As an initial design, a P2P-based ST solution was evalu-
ated [39]. For brevity, results of this effort are not included
as part of this work. In brief, the ST with P2P solution
showed limited performance improvements on use cases
where only inter-node data transfers were involved, and
only by using ST for just the send side. Using a progress
thread to emulate the deferred execution semantics for
use cases with intra-node transfers negated any potential
performance benefits.

(2) Persistent P2P communication [29, 35] allows aggrega-
tion, but it has similar implementation limitations for intra-
node transfers as the traditional P2P interfaces.

(3) Partitioned communication [19, 23] may have promise
for pipelining communication to individual targets through

triggering the operations from within a GPU kernel, but it
provides no advantage for aggregating multiple messages to
different neighbors.

(4) One-sided Passive RMA communication [33] avoids tag
matching and has potential benefits similar to the proposed
solution. But the passive semantics make aggregation diffi-
cult, and the global fences make efficient synchronization
difficult for nearest-neighbor communication use cases as
discussed in Section 6.2.

8 RELATEDWORK
There is limited research performed on exploring options for intro-
ducing GPU stream-awareness into message-passing programming
models with deferred execution semantics [13]. Most known works
involve using a progress thread for implementation [51]. To the
authors’ knowledge, this work describes the first GPU-aware MPI
implementation to offload all control and data operations for both
intra-node and inter-node communication from the CPU to the GPU
and NIC, allowing the CPU to proceed asynchronously without any
progress threads.

Agostini et al. [12] explores the basic building blocks required
for offloading communication control logic in GPU accelerated
applications into the GPU device. [12] explores hardware offload
capabilities using NVIDIA GPUDirect Async [5, 11] and InfiniBand
Connect-IB network adapters [9].

Oden et al. [40] and Daoud et al. [17] explore the possibilities of
GPUs handling the communication and control paths by hosting the
Verbs layer [9] in the GPU. Similarly, Hsu et al. [34] andHamidouche
and LeBeane [27] explore the options to host communication on
the GPU using the OpenSHMEM programming model[4]. This
research [17, 27, 34, 40] is mostly done using the NVIDIA Infiniband
Host Channel Adapter.

9 CONCLUSION
In this work, a new strategy uses stream-triggered communication to
introduce GPU stream-awareness in MPI without the need for CPU
progress threads. The proposed strategy extends MPI active target
synchronization to allow an application to offload both the control
and data paths to the underlying implementation and hardware
components, and it avoids CPU-GPU synchronization at the GPU
compute kernel boundaries.

Description of the proposed implementation shows the ability
to fully offload the communication control path from the CPU
to GPU. Performance analysis using the Faces microbenchmark
kernel shows 23-36% improvement in performance over the MPI
active RMA communication model without GPU stream awareness.
Benefits in selecting an optimized throttling algorithm to manage
triggered operation resources and using merged GPU kernel strate-
gies are also discussed. Overall the performance results reflect the
performance improvements on applications with near-neighbor
communication models like Faces for the latency-bound regime of
small messages.

While ST active RMA shows the expected performance improve-
ments for intra-node communication, inter-node performance does
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not show the expected advantages over standard MPI P2P commu-
nication. Future work will investigate this performance shortfall
and endeavor to improve it.
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